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ABSTRACT: Six-Senses are the outfit gesture crossover point that enhances digital information to a corporal domain 

everywhere and aids communication with that information through natural hand motions. A large variety of feedback devices 

are used to communicate by computer worlds, to inform worlds connected to computers in particular, and to a lesser extent by 

motions created by physical movement. The reliable tool concept is one of the methods for monitoring mouse motions, such as 

utilising an assist for following eye technique to detect a user's eye movement, using wearable devices to detect a user's hand 

gesture, and so on. Six-Senses are the outfit gesture crossover point that enhances digital information to a corporal domain 

everywhere and aids communication with that information through natural hand motions. A large variety of feedback devices 

are used to communicate by computer worlds, to inform worlds connected to computers in particular, and to a lesser extent by 

motions created by physical movement. The reliable tool concept is one of the methods for monitoring mouse motions, such as 

utilising an assist for following eye technique to detect a user's eye movement, using wearable devices to detect a user's hand 

gesture, and so on. Using Six Senses Tools, which is converted into a MATLAB programmer without the use of movement 

identification, a PC mouse motion is applied by a limb with the appearance of grabbing. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Extra Sensory Perception, or ESP, is the scientific name for the six senses. Sixth Sense's goal is to make it 

easier to blend virtual data and technology in everyday life. We had what to enter by one’s five sense, which 

efficiently gives operators six meaning, by means of generating data essential of choice creation available 

outside. Six Senses Tools are a novel approach to directly expand a physiological domain without the need 

for a dedicated automated chip. Six Senses is a collection of wearable devices that function as a movement 

interface and add digital information to the actual environment around us, allowing operators to interact with 

computer-based data using regular hand movements. Because of its ease of use, simplicity, and capacity to 

exert free effort in today's circumstances, current technology is gaining appeal[1]. 

There are several additional advanced features available, such as a contact display, which not only extends 

the duration of usage but also improves user comfort. The application has five major components as well as 

optional microphones that may be used for speech identification. Each device works as a method in and of 

itself, and each device plays an important role within the system. The set includes a screen, video cameras, 

shaded caps/stickers, phones/tablets, projectors, and mirrors. The cameras are used to capture an item at 

various view ranges and to track the operator's hand motions while transmitting data to the linked 

phones/laptops. The user's fingertips are adorned with colored caps or stickers. The use of different colors 

for the operator's limbs allows the camera to comprehend the motions the limbs are making[2].  

The screen artefacts are displayed continuously and at the same rate as the video slicing level, giving the 

impression that the feeds are physiological worlds and the outputs are one that specific hues exist on an 

operator's fingertip MATLAB to process a picture from a camera's live film for creation final images that 

were simply shown by proper colour. For the picture processing and colour recognition component, an 

Intel[3]. This shade is then connected in code by a mouse's pointer, ensuring that the mouse's pointer remains 

fixed at the same area where the colour is now shown whenever the item moves from one location to another 

in the output image. Pictures handling and shade recognitions were reproduced in i-5 computer with a clock 

speed of 2.40 GHz, four MB error memory, four GB RAM (random access memory), and ordinary in panel 

Intel motherboard graphic handling units was utilized. 

Its functioning, part, past, idea creation, current state, future vision, implementation, benefits and 

introduction to the new concept Sixth Sense glass regarding Sixth Sense unit. The goal is to put part of the 

world of physics into the digital world. Proposal of integration of Six Senses tools that have speech 
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identifications. It could be used with Bluetooth devices and laser projectors both. Six Senses tools bonds a 

break among a physiological worlds & computer based worlds, transporting imperceptible, numerical data 

available in touchable worlds & enabling for interaction by the given data through normal hands 

movements[4]. 

In' Six Sense/WUW (wear your world) Sixth Sense technology is applied by applying movement 

identifications, improved realism, processer hallucination & detection of transistor frequencies. The present 

report contracts by a new common six senses science. This is smart device, which connects digital 

information to the physical world around us. In this paper, language ICs (Integrated Circuits) are utilizes for 

command file that is primarily qualified with storing. They executes accompanying command from mobile’s 

devices attached by them that control the process, and movement is projected over any surface using a 

projector. In the future, it is more likely to be implemented due to its cost constraints[5]. 

A motion & agreement for that index is captured in movements that act as instructions for the interface of 

predictable use interfaces. For processing video feed information, a phone or laptop with Web service can 

be used as the camera's handling device. The site is scanned and a programmer interprets the expressions in 

it. The projectors show graphic data that can be used on a surface or a physiological object such as edges. It 

is made up of batteries with a three-hour battery life. The small Light Emitting Diode projectors project 

information directed by a phone onto any viewing surface, such as objects, walls, and people. Mirrors are 

primarily used to view desired images or videos by projecting them on desired objects/floors[6]. 

This method bridges the gap between physiological and computer-based worlds, but it still has bottlenecks 

such as projection location, camera position to capture motions, and the precision of the anticipated output 

is dependent on the camera's data quality. As camera locations are the major restriction within an appearance 

capture & predictable production, the interference increases usage for command in combination with hand 

actions, which directly disrupts accuracy & efficiency. As a result, the action that is repeated in everyday life 

is turned into instructions in order to remove the limitations. Voice is also significant in the provided 

procedures since it may be converted to an integrated circuit file and then performed when the customer 

understands it[7]. 

Forecast is made regarding which strategy is projected to be effective for future. Furthermore, strategy is 

addressed for developing Six Senses Software by respect towards their application methods to ensure novel 

& improved way for interactions between people and machines. The present paper deals about designing & 

developing the effective games that is extra based over combining different technology. The aim for that are 

for combining different tools & create 3-Dimensional Games that would improve games functionality inside 

Game Worlds through given that a decent look & feel. Player evolves into a route, which are at any point of 

time; mouse and keyboard are not needed through usage of novel regulator methods & original regulator, 

using Six Senses & Neutral Networks for this function[8]. Appropriate contact fewer device improves game 

stability. Author used sixth sense in this paper to take on additional significant part of smooth households: 

safety. Explore primary as many conducts in which insolent home may& prepare safeguard the resident.  

Then, compare and contrast the various methods and study that have been developed for this purpose, looking 

at not only the current consumer products but also the numerous studies that have concentrated on detecting 

and recognizing potential threats. Eventually, conclude by exposed obstacles & idea of upcoming work, 

which would protect people safe & happy during they are inside the house. This analysis is conducted by 

categorizing and comparing different developments in areas related to the Sixth Sense Technology, such as 

augmented reality (AR), computer vision, image processing, gesture recognition, and artificial 

intelligence[9].  

Finally, ideas for developing such a specific technology that has the potential to set a new pattern in human-

computer interaction (HCI) in the coming years are being addressed. On an expected study, the author uses 

descriptive method that experiences sixth sense. Consists of these respective variables by adding a criteria 

test. Results showed that the study variables have significant effects, with empathies on the importance of 

early childhood in the discovery and education of this frontier ability[10].  
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The mouse is presently the most popular input tool used in digital systems for connecting with humans via 

computer-based worlds through the hands of a consumer. Once GUI-oriented working techniques emerged, 

such as Microsoft's Window 95, Macintosh, Windows 98, Windows Amiga, Symbian Operating System, and 

countless others, acceptance grew by years. However, system-dependent is still. A device, such as a mouse, 

changes its relative location and converts a gesture using a technique that has 2-D directions with an 

instrument supervisor to begin a cursor motion on screen in competition with a fundamental superficial over, 

which it rests. When the keys on a mouse are pushed, the mouse clacks, which generate an indication, serve 

as feed for previously programmed processes, which finally fire an occurrence or cause the action to occur. 

Previously produced using an automated chip, the focus is now on picture recognition rather than the 

automated chip. 

Other implementations, such as giving living images by physiological worlds and safeguarding them with a 

system based on hand motions, inspection current time, viewing videotapes, sketch set, and so on, might be 

developed using similar methods. It enhances structural familiarity by creating physiological worlds, from 

which customers may create their own physiological worlds using digital data. The illustrations that follow 

show examples of the same uses. 

1.1 Major components, which are commonly used in sixth sense technology, are: 

1.1.1 Camera:  

Its components may be found on the skull for a pendant made by Six Senses Engineering. The functions of 

this camera are quite similar to those of a human eye, with the exception that the situation may send 

computer-based data. The current cameras are capable of capturing any images that appear inside their vision 

as well as giving information about the items in front of them. The user's hand motions may be monitored 

with this component. This gadget is capable of facial recognition. The connected mobile component transmits 

the information obtained by the camera. The user's hand motions may be monitored with this component. 

This gadget is capable of facial recognition. The connected mobile component transmits the information 

obtained by the camera. 

1.1.2 Color makers:  

Red, green, blue, and yellow are the four-color markers used in this technique. These markers may be worn 

on a user's top for limbs and allow cameras to track their motions. These movements may be used to do a 

variety of tasks, including sketching, photographing, and many more. 

1.1.3 Mobiles constituent: 

One of the most important components of such system is the mobile module. This functionality may be used 

by any computer, including smartphones, personal digital assistants, laptops, and tablets, as long as they are 

mobile and web-enabled. Handling engines that deliver a production of projectors including camera-received 

data. 

1.1.4 Projectors:  

A projector is simply a display tool that is used to expose data that is made available by a mobile device's 

component. Projectors may create details for a variety of corporeal objects, such as walls, user hands, books, 

and so on, and an operator can connect with them. 

1.1.5 Mirrors: 

Underneath the projectors, there are plenty of mirrors. The projector may project the information in some 

way with the use of mirrors. 

1.1.6 Microphones: 

The current section solely makes use of forecasts that are on their way to being carried out onto the section 

for papers. The microphones inside the custom for the clips are attached to that piece of paper. Through 

comprehending the operator's trail, the camera identifies the user-written information on that paper. A camera 

can frequently follow the orientation of a paper held in the hand. 
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The approach employed is focused on the Sixth Sense Engineering where consumers have some tools that 

work as a network together. Our goals are for moving cursor of mouses according to consumer shifts her / 

his limbs. Triple elements of Six Senses were utilizes to this purpose that is Laptop monitor, Shaded Blocks 

& MATLABs. Figure 1, shows the mechanism which are used for experimental purposes. The approach 

works constantly where cameras take a living film, transfers them onto a laptop, & a data is interpreted by 

MATLAB built in the laptop and the user's fingertips identify the colors. The subsequent figures show a 

method that is utilizes for pushing mouse’s pointer over desktop by means of six senses tools, thereby 

creating connection within the digital & physical realm. 

 

Figure 1: The above figure shows the Planned Style of the technology. 

In our proposed technique, primary contact with actual worlds is accomplished using webcams. Cameras 

capture a film and begin collecting live footage, which are then sent to MATLABs, which were previously 

placed inside camera-connected laptops, in order to continue recording. Within MATLABs, applications are 

available to transform received live videos from cameras into image frames/picture cuts in image type. After 

that, the movies are processed for color recognition, which is done by video slicing.  

2. DISCUSSION 

The author has discussed about the senses technology, which can control mouse cursor. Six-Senses are the 

outfit gesture crossover point that enhances digital information to a corporal domain everywhere and aids 

communication with that information through natural hand motions. A large variety of feedback devices are 

used to communicate by computer worlds, to inform worlds connected to computers in particular, and to a 

lesser extent by motions created by physical movement. The reliable tool concept is one of the methods for 

monitoring mouse motions, such as utilising an assist for following eye technique to detect a user's eye 

movement, using wearable devices to detect a user's hand gesture, and so on. Six Senses is a collection of 

wearable devices that function as a movement interface and add digital information to the actual environment 

around us, allowing operators to interact with computer-based data using regular hand movements. Because 

of its ease of use, simplicity, and capacity to exert free effort. The cameras are used to capture an item at 

various view ranges and to track the operator's hand motions while transmitting data to the linked 

phones/laptops. The user's fingertips are adorned with colored caps or stickers. The author has also discussed 

about the main components of the technology those are: camera, colour maker, design constitution, 

projections, mirror, and microphones. The components may be found on the skull for a pendant made by Six 

Senses Engineering. The functions of this camera are quite similar to those of a human eye, with the exception 

that the situation may send computer-based data. The current cameras are capable of capturing any images 

that appear inside their vision as well as giving information about the items in front of them. The user's hand 

motions may be monitored with this component. Red, green, blue, and yellow are the four-color markers 

used in this technique. These markers may be worn on a user's top for limbs and allow cameras to track their 

motions. One of the most important components of such system is the mobile module. This functionality 

may be used by any computer, including smartphones, personal digital assistants, laptops, and tablets, as 

long as they are mobile and web-enabled. Handling engines that deliver a production of projectors including 

camera-received data. A projector is simply a display tool that is used to expose data that is made available 

by a mobile device's component. Projectors may create details for a variety of corporeal objects, such as 

walls, user hands, books, and so on, and an operator can connect with them. Underneath the projectors, there 

are plenty of mirrors. The projector may project the information in some way with the use of mirrors. The 
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current section solely makes use of forecasts that are on their way to being carried out onto the section for 

papers. The microphones inside the custom for the clips are attached to that piece of paper. 

3. CONCLUSION 

Photographs displaying just those colours for which the user's fingertips have colour caps demonstrate the 

performance of the colour identification method. Either the user's fingertip is exposed in an output image, or 

there are some associated hues in the output photos from the colour detection approach. The RGB value for 

a shade cap is established in a software for this purpose, so that after colour recognition, no other colour in 

the picture is identified save the colours of the caps. The screen artefacts are displayed continuously and at 

the same rate as the video slicing level, giving the impression that the feeds are physiological worlds and the 

outputs are one that specific hues exist on an operator's fingertip MATLAB to process a picture from a 

camera's live film for creation final images that were simply shown by proper colour. For the picture 

processing and colour recognition component, an Intel. This shade is then connected in code by a mouse's 

pointer, ensuring that the mouse's pointer remains fixed at the same area where the colour is now shown 

whenever the item moves from one location to another in the output image. Pictures handling and shade 

recognitions were reproduced in i-5 computer with a clock speed of 2.40 GHz, four MB error memory, four 

GB RAM (random access memory), and ordinary in panel Intel motherboard graphic handling units was 

utilized. 
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